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不错。 毛猿！ 嘿，原来我是只毛猿呀！ ”⑨派迪和扬克
的思索把问题的一种实质点明了，那就是：脱离了
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er, economic development usually does harm to environment especially in the industrialization period. This
paper argues that residents living upstream and downstream should have the same pollution rights, and
therefore the upstream residents should be compensated for giving up their pollution rights to protect the
environment of the whole river valley. The compensation standard can be calculated based on the opportu-
nity cost theory, which measures the loss in economic development due to abandoning some pollution
rights. An econometric -based model thus constructed and applied to the analysis of East Tiaoxi River
Basin shows that the upstream city Lin’an has abandoned the right of discharging 44.1845 million-ton in-
dustrial effluent from 2010 to 2013, so the downstream city Hangzhou should pay RMB 17.444 billion to
Lin’an as compensation to balance the economic development and environmental protection for both up-
stream and downstream areas．
An Analysis of the Animal Images inMansfield Park Xie Chao
Jane Austen’s Mansfield Park has long been considered as a story of “three or four families in a
country village”. Critics tend to put emphases on the characters in the novel, whereas the animals have
been overlooked. Focusing on the animal images in Mansfield Park, this article attempts to reveal the sub-
text of the animals in the novel by taking into consideration the socio-cultural background of England in
the late 18th and early 19th centuries. This article aims to illustrate that animals play an important role in
the novel as they not only mirror the then English politics, economy, and culture, but also serve as a
means to assist the novelist in achieving irony and moral teachings.
Yank’sIdentity Dilemma：An Ecocritical Perspective Xia Dong
This paper discusses Yank’s identity dilemma in The Hairy Ape drawing on the place theory and eco-
logical identity in ecocriticism, revealing his non-place being and identity alienation due to industrial civi-
lization, analyzing his painstaking pursuit of a new identity after the disintegration of his unreal identity
and interpreting the tragedy of his failing to get an ecological identity till death.
The Ecological Overall View inUnderthe Sea Wind Huang Xin
Based on Rachel Carson’s overall view of the sea, this paper analyzes Under the Sea Wind from the
perspective of ecocriticism, interpreting the book in three aspects, i.e. how Carson showed the entire ma-
rine ecosystem within the framework of ecological holism, how she thought of and described the non-hu-
man beings in the whole ecological system, and how she reflected on the relationship between human and
nature in the vison of the overall ecology.
An overview of the“Waterand Society” Symposium Ye Shenglan
Rational utilization of water resources is closely linked with the sustainable development of human
society. However, the serious water problems are now threatening the sustainable development of society.
In order to study thoroughly on the relationship between water affairs and society, three topics—“water and
social development”, “water conservancy and society”, and “marine and society”—have been heatedly dis-
cussed in the symposium on “Water and Society” by scholars from different disciplines. The “water and
social development” part mainly concerns such issues as environmental immigration, “drought of gover-
nance type”, construction of water recreation areas, and water right and water sociology. The “Water con-
servancy and society” part includes the following topics, such as the water conservancy sociology, the in-
stitution of rural water conservancy, and the relationship between water conservancy and local civilization.
Finally, the “marine and society” part involves the marine practice of human beings, sea level rise, as well
as marine pollution and social conflict. The success of the symposium helps to build the academic consen-
sus, promote the construction of academic community, and bring favorable social response.
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